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The first term of our year, with its new enthusiasms and new 7tudents on which to practice them, has settled into a 
routine after all. Fall has passed almost without our knowing it. The snow has finally chosen to fall on us, and we can forsee a winter so long as to seem endless. 

TJ:ie editor of the MEJ is missing all this. She left 
~orthfiel~ l~st September for a year's stay in Italy, where she is now enJoying sun and well-deserved peace, except for our 
1:tters to her .. We ~ope she misses the MEJ. We certainly mi7s her. But in spite of the moments when nothing,including 

mail to I~aly, s:emed to go as it should, we are enjoying the task of discovering how to run a journal. 
TI:iis issue focuses upon the problems and the solutions found in new methods of teaching,and upon the excitements and qualms.of the teachers who must implement them. John Maxwell the edit?r of a ~ook entitled On Writing Behavioral Objective; for English,published by NCTE,discusses the behavio-r~al;----~ 

objective in terms of its usefulness for English teachers. 
?orothy Dalsgaard, a teacher at John Marshall High School i~ Rochester, 7ells o~ ~ays to make English teaching better without extensive revisions of curriculm or rearrangements of schedules and classes. Kent Bales reports the results of a conf:rence designed to bring college and secondary school English teachers closer together. And Mary Beth Boosalis a 
~ormer 7tudent ~t Carleton College, relates her experienc; 
in putting her ideas about teaching to work. 

W~ ~Ian for one of our next issues to focus on the life and writ 7ngs of O. E. R¢lvaag. Although Giants in the Earth 
wa7 ~u~lished_almost fifty years ago, there has been little criti~ism of it written, and R¢lvaag's other work has almost been ignored. We hope that the MEJ will contribute some interesting views of his writing-.-
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~OCllS 
Behavioral Objectives for 
English: Some Pro's and Con's 

by JOHN MAXWELL 
Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory; Minneapolis 

Like it or not the writing of behavioral objectives is one 
of the largest inse;vice sports current in American education 
today. From coast to coast, and especially~ the coa7ts, 
(spectacularly, Florida an~ Calif?r~ia), writing behavior~! objectives has become a maJor activity and for _some, a maJor 
worry. 

At the moment the worriers seem to be concentrated in 
departments of Engiish. As one of the "humanistic" studies, English seems least amenable to reducing ~earning. to ?bservable events - the sine qua-~ of a good behavioral obJective. The Commission on English Curriculum of NCTE has gone on rec?rd, not against behavior~! objectives, bu~ against a less than rigorous 
approach to writing them for English. 

In the words of a resolution offered by the Commission and 
adopted and passed by the Board of Directors at the Washington 
convention in November 1969: 

While the Commission advocates that all teachers be open
minded about possible alternatives for defining and 
structuring the English curriculum - including the use of behavioral objectives - at the same time it urges caution. 

Both within the Commission and within the Board of Directors, 
there were substantial numbers who would have taken a stronger negative stance on the writing of behavioral objectives for the English language arts. In the words of one widely-known sch?l~r in English education, "Once you begin to play the game by writing 
behavioral objectives, you have lost the game to the s~stems people and the educational-industrial jugge:n~u 7." This stati:ment implies that consequent on a behavioral definiti?n of the subJect would be a highly mechanistic approach to education, a~ o~erwhelming focus on skills, a denigration of the "mentallstic" 
emphasis on attitudes and feelings which has been near the ~ore_ of English teaching for decades, and, ultimately a sharp shift in 
curriculum. 

WHAT'S A BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE? 
To draw such a response from an eminent man, a behavioral 
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